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In the previous chapter it was discussed the purpose and reason for this investigative study on leadership effectiveness
and its possible me.

The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire MLQ has been expanded to judge these elements and much has
been educated about the positive effects of transformational leadership. In the study under consideration
project performance elements are time, budget, and client satisfaction, level of productivity and project team
satisfaction, which are somehow similar to PPMS. The effectiveness of organization can be termed as how
much the customer of organization trusts on it, how big the market share of organization in products and
services and people are willing to use and work with the organization. On the base of the finding of this
research, it can be concluded that Transformational and transactional leadership Styles are mostly highlighted
area, and have got a lot of interest and value from different authors of various countries. Leaders are claimed
to have a positive impact on the efficiency of the organization by influencing the team members. Thus, having
such project managers that give reward at project success and are worried with professional goals builds a
positive relationship between project managers and subordinates Davis et al,  As the subordinates have full
authority on making decisions, laissez-faire leaders do not usually give feedback on the accomplished tasks.
This study offered conclusive findings relation to the style of leadership i. The project performance evaluating
elements can be detached or added according to the project objectives. In other words this is tremendously
passive type of leadership designates the nonexistence of leadership Hartog et al,  Boyett mentioned the role of
leaders is crucial in gaining the trust of their subordinates and stimulate their commitment towards the
successful fulfillment of the undertaken project. Task leadership behavior or management style focuses on the
accomplishment of the task on time and an accurate manner. Participative leaders who do work along the team
to make the tasks easier. I think my work will be useful for new and old IT organizations in local sector. The
theories of transactional leadership are all bout inspiration that the relationship of leaders and followers is
based on a chain of interactions or contained agreement between leaders and followers. According to
Fleishman et al. This shows the effectiveness of Apple. Dynamic teams are more open to innovation, and they
keep up with the latest trends in the industry they are working. Secondly, leaders should be able to inspire
their followers; this is mainly attributed to their role of inspirational motivation. The study will tell that how
companies become so big that people are keen to work with the company. Fenwick Feng Jing and Gayle C.
They clarified that leadership can be defined as authentic transformational leadership it it includes charisma or
idealized influence. In the perspective of this research the projects could be coming from different clients,
means the projects could be unrelated and different in nature. The critical importance of leaders on team
member resulted in the creation new ways based on which leaders can provide value for the members of the
team. A number of them obtain significant experimental encouragement. Aggregate leadership dimensions, in
turn, include guiding, involving, role specifying and organizing teamwork.


